Hacking School Discipline: 9 Ways to Create a Culture of Empathy and Responsibility Using Restorative Justice
Nathan Maynard and Brad Weinstein - 2019
This book demonstrates how to eliminate punishment, and build a culture of responsible students and independent learners. It teaches educators how to reduce repeated negative behaviors, build student self-regulation and empathy, enhance communication and collaboration, identify the true cause of negative behaviors, and use restorative circles to reflect on behaviors and discuss impactful change.

Quiet Kids Count: Unleashing the True Potential of Introverts
Chrissy Romano Arrabito - 2020
This book explains how to teach the quiet kids, who usually don’t cause trouble and earn good grades, but tend to fade into the background and are often overlooked or in some cases misunderstood. The guidebook helps teachers better understand all types of introverts, clears up misconceptions about them, and provides tips and strategies to help these students reach their full potential. It is a call to action to meet the needs of ALL learners not just those that command attention.

Hacking Teacher Burnout: 8 Steps to Go from Isolated to Empowered So You Can Overcome Any Challenge
Amber Harper - 2020
Teachers experience challenges that threaten everything: distance learning, new technologies, higher expectations, discipline issues, personal crisis, a global pandemic. This book shares an eight-step process that shines a light on burnout and helps teachers become BURNED IN: fulfilled, happy, efficient, and effective in the classroom and in life.

Teaching in Magenta: 100 Paths to Joy and Well-Being for You and Your Students
James Alan Sturtevant - 2020
This book presents paths for living and teaching in an authentic, enthusiastic, and relevant way. It shows how to gain energy and ideas around compassion, optimism, balance, adaptability, and contentment.

Anxious: How to Advocate for Students with Anxiety, Because What If It Turns Out Right?
Christine Ravesi-Weinstein - 2020
This book shares stories and strategies to help teachers advocate for anxious students. The author, a teacher and administrator, and someone with anxiety, shows how to: recognize when anxiety causes students to avoid assignments and skip class; build relationships by asking questions first; help students understand the body-mind connection and become self-advocates; and create safe environments with authenticity, vulnerability, and routines.

Hacking School Culture: Designing Compassionate Classrooms
Angela Stockman and Ellen Feig Gray - 2018
This book describes how to create school cultures where students and staff flourish, using a human-centered approach. It includes protocols for strengths-focused teaching and learning; tools for starting hard conversations, coaching critical questioning, and sustaining respectful communication; experiential learning models that improve school culture; approaches that encourage activism and peaceful conflict resolution; and design strategies for human-centered decision-making.

Quit Point: Understanding Apathy, Engagement, and Motivation in the Classroom
Adam Chamberlin and Svetoslav Matejic - 2018
This book presents the Quit Point theory, which focuses on how, why, and when people quit and how to stop quitting before it happens. It will help teachers reach the potential of each and every student.

Be Excellent on Purpose: Intentional Strategies for Impactful Leadership
Sanée Bell - 2019
This inaugural book in the revolutionary new leadership series discusses barriers as obstacles to overcome, and how they strengthen teachers in their pursuit of excellence. It explains how not to make excuses but instead, make a plan for life, and work to make it a reality. The author, a longtime teacher, presenter, and school leader, shares personal and professional stories and strategies that will make your leadership intentional and impactful.
**Lead with Grace: Leaning into the Soft Skills of Leadership**
Jessica Cabeen - 2019
This book offers stories and strategies that explain key practices, plus exercises to build confidence in extending grace with others. The author, a school leader, and keynote speaker, provides frames that will empower anyone—teacher, principal, parent, or superintendent—to lead with grace. She includes a snapshot story of grace in action, a definition of grace as a skill, ways to practice grace, and action steps.

**Modern Mentor: Reimagining Teacher Mentorship**
Suzy Brooks and Matthew X. Joseph - 2019
Mentoring is the process of developing colleagues who eventually work alongside us in a challenging profession where collaboration, connection, and consistency are vital for our students. This book showcases ways to develop mentoring programs that are designed to assist teachers in becoming strong mentors and to help new teachers in getting the most out of the mentoring relationship.

**Hacking Instructional Design: 33 Extraordinary Ways to Create a Contemporary Curriculum**
Michael Fisher and Elizabeth Fisher - 2018
This book provides just-in-time tools to design, upgrade, or adapt teaching strategies, lesson plans, and unit plans. Curriculum design experts show you how to: prioritize and break apart standards, set targets and demonstrations of learning, create valuable experiences for contemporary learners, organize instructional elements into action plans, improve assessment in all of your grades and classrooms, and maintain a thriving curriculum culture ecosystem.

**Hacking School Libraries: 10 Ways to Incorporate Library Media into Your Learning Community**
Kristina A. Holzweiss and Stony Evans - 2018
This book features practical hacks that will help educators create a welcoming and exciting school library program. It demonstrates how to rethink the school library to become the hub of the school community.

**Project Based Learning: Real Questions. Real Answers. How to Unpack PBL and Inquiry**
Ross Cooper and Erin Murphy - 2021
This book addresses the most common, and most complex, questions educators ask about project based learning and inquiry. These include how to structure a project based learning experience, how to incorporate direct instruction, and how to manage chaos.

**Hacking Questions: 11 Answers That Create a Culture of Inquiry in Your Classroom**
Connie Hamilton - 2019
This book describes framing, delivering, and maximizing questions in the classroom to keep students engaged in learning. It shows teachers of all subjects and grades how to: listen for correct answers, trigger student thinking without doing it for them, avoid “I don’t know” as the final answer, end learning time with reflection questions, fuel students to ask the questions, use engagement questions, establish student-centered protocols, and turn students into facilitators.

**The Startup Teacher Playbook: Turn Your Ideas into Action, Personalize Professional Development, and Create Innovative Learning Experiences for You and Your Students**
Michelle Blanchet and Darcy Bakkegard - 2021
This book shows how to evolve your teaching and learning to serve the changing needs of students, use professional learning and meeting time to break down challenges and create solutions, and cultivate your leadership capacity to take your ideas further.